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Abstract

All previously known a.lgorithms  for solving t#he  multicommodity flow problem with ca-
pacities are based on linear programming. The best of these algoritJhms  [14]  uses a fast matrix
multiplication a.lgorithm and takes O(k1.5na?n.5 log(nDU))  time to find an approximate solu-
tion, where k is the number of commodities, n and m denote the number of nodes and edges
in the network, D is the largest demand, and U is the largest edge capacity. Substantially
more time is needed to find an exact solution. As a, consequence, even multicommodity flow
problems with just a few commodities are believed to be much harder than single-commodity
maximum-flow or minimum-cost flow problems.

In this paper, we describe the first polynomial-t,ime  combina.torial  algorithms for approxi-
mately solving the multicommodity flow problem. The running time of our randomized algo-
rithm is (up to log fa.ctors) t,lle  same as t#he  t,ime needed to solve k single-commodity flow prob-
lems, t’hus  giving the surprising result that approxima.tely  computing a k-commodity maximum-
flow is not,  much harder tChan  computing about, k single-commodity ma.ximum-flows in isolatNion.

In fact, we prove tha.t  a (simple) k-commodity flow problem ca.n  be a.pproxima.tely  solved
by approximately solving O(k log’ n.) single-commodity minimum-cost flow problems. Our k-
commodity algorithm runs in O(knm log” n,) time with high proba.bility.  We a.lso describe a
deterministic algorithm that, uses an O(k)-factor more time. Given a.ny  multicommodity flow
problem as input, both algorithms are guaranteed to provide a feasible solution to a, modified
flow problem in which all capacities are increased by a (1 + c)-factor,  or to provide a. proof t#hat
there is no feasible solution to the original problem.

We also describe fa.ster  approximation algorithms for multicommodity flow problems with
a, specia.l  structure, such as t(hose  that arise in the “sparsest cut” problems st#udied  in [S, 10, 91,
and the uniform concurrent flow problems studied in [12,  91 if k < fi.

1 Introduction

The multicommodity flow problem involves simultaneously shipping several different commodities
from their respective sources t,o their sinks in a single network so that the total amount of flow
going through each edge is no more than its capa,city. Associated with each commodity is a
demand, which is the amount, of that commoclity  tha,t we wish to ship. Given a, multicommodity
flow problem, one often wa,nts to know if there is a. feasible flow, i.e. if it is possible to find a
flow which satisfies the dema,ncls and obeys the capa,city constraints. More generally, we might
wish to know the maximum percenta,ge  2 such that a,t least x percent of each demand can be
shipped without viola,ting the capacity constraints. The latter problem is known as the concurrent
JOW problem, and is equivalent to the problem of determining the minimum rakio by which the
capacities must be increaSsed in order to ship 100% of each demands.

In this pa,per,  we describe the first combinatorial aJpproximation  slgorithms for the concurrent
flow problem. Given a$ny positive E, the algorithms find a feasible flow tha,t ships at least (1 - E)Z
percent of each demand, where x is the maximum percentage obtaina#ble.  The running times of
the algorithms depend polynomiaUy  on E-I, and are significa,ntly better t haSn  those of previous
algorithms when E is a9 constant. More specifically, we prove the following result. (Throughout,
we use nzT 772,  and k to denote the number of nodes, edges and commodities, we a,ssume tha(t  the
demands and the ca,pa.cities  are integral, and use D a,nd U to denote the largest demands and
ca,pa,cities, respectively.)



Theorem 1.1 For any fixed E > 0, a (1 - c)-factor  approximation to the simple1  concurrent flow
problem can be found by a randomized algorithm in O(knz?zlog klog3 72) time and a
algorithm in O(k”nzalogklog” ~2) time, where the constant depends on E.

deterministic

Our expected running time is the same (up to polylog factors) as the time needed to compute
k maximum-flows, thus giving the surprising result that approximately computing a k-commodity
concurrent flow is about as difficult as computing k single commodity ma,ximum-flows.  In fact, we
formally prove that a k-commodity flow problem can be a(pproximately  solved by approximately
solving 0 (1; log k log n) mm-cost flow problems.

The running times in the above theorem can be improved when k is large. Let k* denote the
number of different sources. In both the randomized and the deterministic algorithm we can replace
k in the running time by k* a,t the expense of ha.ving to repla,ce one of the log n terms by a log(nU).
Notice that k* is at most 12 for all multicommodity flow problems.

As a, consequence of our a8pproximation algorithm for the concurrent flow problem, we obtain a
relaxed decisio7l yrocedwe for multicommodity flow fea,sibility.  In particular, given a multicommod-
ity flow problem, we can either prove thak it is infeasible, or give a8 fea.sible flow for the problem in
which every capacity is increased by a, factor of 1 + E. Since in practice, the input to a multicom-
modity flow problem may have some mea8surement error, by ma.king E sma.ll enough, we can obtain
a procedure for determining feasibility up to the precision of the input d&a,.

The only previous algorithms for solving (or ajpproximately  solving) the general concurrent flow
problem use linear programming. The concurrent flow problem can be formulated a,s a linea,r pro-
gram in O(mk) variables and O(nk $ m) constraints. Linea,r programming can be used to solve
the problem optimally in polynomiad time. Mapoor and 1ya,idya, [7] ga.ve a method to speed up
the matrix inversions involvecl in Karmarkar-type algorithms for multicommodity flow problems;
combining their technique with Vaidya’s  new linear progra,mming  algorithm that uses fast matrix
multiplication [14] yields a time bound of O(k3-5n3m-5 log(?zDU))  for the concurrent flow problem
with integer demands and an O(I~~-~n~772*~  log(nc- r DU)) time bound for the approximation prob-
lem. When c is not too small (e.g. if c is consta8nt),  then the running time of our algorithm is much
faster tha,n tha,t of the previous algorithms for most multicommodity flow problems. In addition,
the fact that our algorithm consists of only O(X:log k log n) minimum-cost flow coniputa*tions means
that it might be more suitable for implementation in practice. (Minimum-cost flow problems a(re
efficiently handled by the network simplex algorithm in practice.)

The only previous combina,torial  polynomial a,pproximation  algorithms for concurrent flow prob-
lems handle only the special ca,se when all the capacities are 1. For this special ca,se, Slia~hrolihi
and Matula, [12]  gave a.11  algorithm that ran in O(nm7) time. A faster algorithm wa,s later given
by Klein, Plotkin, Stein, a.nd Ta8rdos  [9] which runs in expected O((k -/- m)(n2  $ nlog n) log n)
time. Our new algorithm ca,n be a,pplied to this special case a,nd gives improved bounds when
k < Jn-L/(log n log k).

Our algorithm is similar in spirit to those of [12] and [9] in that we start with a flow that
satisfies the dema,nds but not the capa(city  constraints, and then we iteratively reroute parts of the
flow so a.s to produce a flow that is closer to optimal. However, our algorithm can handle networks
with a,rbitraay capacities. Our approach differs from that in previous work in that we are a,ble
to reroute an entire commodity during each iteration instead of only a single path of flow. To

1 By simple, we mean that each commodity has a single source and a single sink.
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do this, we compute a minimum-cost flow in an auxiliary graph and reroute a portion of the flow
accordingly. As a consequence, we are able to make much greater progress during each iteration.
Of course, the time to run each iteration goes up, but the tradeoff proves to be worthwhile since the
improvement obtained in ea(ch iteration is large enough so that we need to solve only O(k log k log n)
minimum-cost flow problems in order to get an approximately optimal solution.

The running times of the presented algorithms depend polynomially on 6-l. The deterministic
algorithm runs in time proportional to cm2 and the ra8ndomized  one runs in time proportional to
cm3. Goldberg [3] and Grigoriadis and KhachiyaOn [5] 1mve shown how to improve the dependence
on E of the randomized algorithm to cm2.

Leighton and Rao [lo] 1rave shown how to use aa approximately optimal solution to a concurrent
flow problem to find a,n approxinmtely spa,rsest  cut in a graph. As a consequence, they also showed
how to approximately solve a. wide variety of NP-hard gra.ph problems, including minimum feedback
a,rc set, minimum cut linear arrangement, and minimum area, layout. This result has recently been
generalized by Klein, Agrawal, Ra,vi and Ra,o [S] to find a,n approximately most congested cut in a
general concurrent flow problem. Given a solution to the concurrent, flow problem, they showed how
to a8pproximately  solve a va,riety of NP-ha,rd problems, including minimum deletion of cla,uses of a
2- CjYE formula, via minimization, minimum chordaliza,tion  of aa graph and register sufficiency.

The previously known concurrent flow algorithms [12, 91 cannot be used in these a,pprosimajtion
algorithms except in the special ca#se of problems without capacities, or edge weights. The only
algorithms previously known for the capa,citatecl case used linear programming. Using the results in
this paper, we can now efficiently alpproximate  all the problems considered a,bove for arbitrary edge-
weighted and node-weighted graphs (when appropriate). For example, we ca,n prove the following
result.

Theorem 1.2 The most congested cut in a graph with integral demands and capacities can be ap-
proximated within a factor of O(log 7~ log X:D) in expected O(fi*?zT,210g3  n log ?tU)  time, where 1,:” is the
number of different sources among the commodities.

The concurrent flow a.lgorithm can also be used to give a,n O(~?,~sn  log3 nlog nU) expected time
algorithm for finding a? cut in an edge (a.nd node) weighted gra,ph that is spa,rsest> up to a, factor of
O(log n). For the important special ca.se of regula(r graphs and unit node weights, we can further
improve this bound to O(njT2 log3 12).

Our model of computation is the RAM. We shall
(a,ddition,  subtraction, comparison? multiplica8tion , and

use the
integer

elementary arithmetic operations
division), and count each of these

a,s a single step. All numbers occurring throughout the
bits. For ease of exposition, in Section 4 we shall use

computa,tion will have a)t
a, model of computation

most O(log( 1211))

tha,t allows exact
arithmetic on
we show how

real numbers alncl we shall assume that exponentiation  is a single step. In Section 5
to convert the results to the usual RAM model.

2 Preliminaries and Definitions

An instance of the sinz$e  ~llwltz’col,,r,zoclz’ty  .flozo lr,~~oblenz consists of a,n undirected graph G = (I(‘, E),
a non-negative capacity ~(v.10) for every edge ‘UZU E E, and a specification of k commodities,
numbered 1 through k, where the specification for commodity i consists of a, source-sink pair



s;, t; E V a#nd  a non-negative demand cl;. We will denote the number of different sources by Ic*,
the number of nodes by n, and the number of edges by m. For notational convenience we assume
that m > n, and tlmt the graph G is connected and has no pa,ra,llel edges. Also, for notational
convenience, we arbitrarily direct each edge. If there is an edge directed from v to ‘IU? this edge is
unique by assumption, and we denote it by VW. We assume tha,t the ca,pa,cities  and the demands
are integral, and denote the largest capacity by U and the largest demand by D.

A multicommodity flow f consists of a function f;(vw) on the edges of G for every commodity
i, which represents the flolo of commodity i on edge VW. If the flow of commodity 1: on edge ww is
oriented in the same direction as edge VUJ, then .fi(vw) will be positive, otherwise it will be negative.
The signs only serve to indicate the direction of the flows. For every commodity 1. Ive require the
conservation constraints:

(1) C fi(WV)  - C fi(VW)  = 0 for every nocle V $ {*Si, ti}.
WUEE

We require also that CvwE~ f;(VW)  = di for V = Si. We define the value of the total flow
011  edge VW to be j(~w) = Ci I~;(vw)~, and sa,y that a, multicommodity flow f in G is feasz’ble if
I < U(VW)  for all edges ZJUPU.  (Note that f(vw) is alwa,ys non-negative.)-

We consider the optimiza,tion  version of this problem, called the simple concurrent brow probkn2,
first defined by ShaOhrokhi  and Matula [la]. In this problem the objective is to compute the
maximum possible value z such that there is a feasible multicommodity flow with demands 2 . cl; for
every 1 2 i < /c. We call d the throughput of the multicommodity flow. An equivalent formulation
of the concurrent flow problem is to compute the minimum X = l/z such that there is a feasible
flow with demands (1;  and capa,cities  X . U(VU). We shall use the notation X(UPD)  to denote the
corzgestion f(vw)/ (  ) fu VW  o a,n edge vu’zu E E, X = maxUwEE X(vlv), and X* to denote the optimal
(minimum) value of X.

A multicommodity flow f sa,tisfying the demands cl; is c-optiluul  if X is at most a, factor (1 + E)
more than the minimum possible value. The npproximation  l,laoblenl associated with the concurrent
flow problem is to find an c-optimal multicommodity flow f. We shall a,ssume implicit,ly throughout
that E is a,t least inverse polynomial in n and is a,t most l/9. If E is bigger tha8n l/9, we can run the
algorithm for c = l/9. If 6 is less than a,ny polynomial in 71, our algorithms will still yield a correct
solution. However, in this case, the running times of our algorithms will be somewl1a.t greater and
will be dominated by the time to solve the problem exactly.

We can extend all the results in the pamper to the case where the input graph is directed. In
this case we require that all flows are non-negative and orientecl  in the same direction a,s the input
gra,ph. It is easy to verify tha,t all the results in this paper carry through to this case. Henceforth,
we focus only on the undirected case.

The general mdticom~modity  flow problem is a natura,l  extension of the simple problem when
ear& commodity has more then one source a,ncl sink. For every commodity 1: we a,re given a, demand
vector C&(U). (A negative demand denotes a supply.) We require tha,t C,, Ai = 0 and we shall
use Di to denote maCs,{l&(~)l}. Tlre conservation constraints of equation (1) are replaced by the
more general conservation constraints:

(2) c f;(,wv) - c f;(vw) = d;(v) for every commodity i and every node v.
WVE  E VWEE
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Many of our results can be extended to this slightly more general model. However, the main
point in introducing this model is to reduce the number of commodities. Every simple concurrent
flow problem is equivalent to a general concurrent flow problem with at most 12 commodities.
Because of this fact and because the running times of our algorithms ase proportional to the
number of commodities, we will assume that the number of commodities is polynomial in 72;  this
will simplify the expressions for the running times.

We can convert a simple concurrent flow problem to a general concurrent flow problem with Jc*
commodities by combining those commodities which sha,re  a, source. For ea,ch source s we define
a demand vector ds( v) as follows: for each commodity i with s; = s we set d^,(&) = d;; we set
ci,(s) = - C{d; : s; = s};  all other demands are set to zero.

Lemma 2.1  Consider a simple k commodity concurrent flow problem and the corresponding k*-
commodity problem defined above. Any feasible solution
the other with the same value of X. The conversion of a
one for the k commodity problem can be
dynamic tree data structure.

to one can
solution for

be converted to a solution to
the I;*-commodity problem to

done in O(k*nnl.)  time, or in O(k*~r  log 71) time using the

Proof: The conversion of a solution of the simple concurrent flow with X: commodities into a
solution of the k*-commodity problem is straightforward. Assume that we are given a8 solution to
the general concurrent flow problem with k* commodities. Decompose the flow of each commodity
into pa,ths a,nd cycles and combine the flows on pa,ths tha,t haeve the same source a,nd sink nodes,
disregarding the cycles. The running time of this procedure is dominated by the time it ta,kes to
decompose flows into paths and cycles, which yields the claim of the lemma,. 1

Notice that the sources a,nd sinks play a, symmetric role in the (undirected) problem, and hence
k* in the lemma, could have beeu defined as the number of uodes in a3 subset that contains an
endpoint of each commodity. While finding a minimum such node set is NP-complete, we mention
this formulation because in some cases it lea.ds to a’n efficiently computable I?* which is smaller tha,n
the one defined a,bove.

Lemma 2.1 implies tha#t one can replace most of the bounds that are dependent on k by ones
tha,t are dependent on /c*. Throughout this pa,per, unless we explicitly sta,te tha,t a, bound is for
the simple concurrent flow problem, k can be replaced by k* when applied to a simple concurrent
flow problem.

The main subroutine of our algorithm is a, minimum-cost flow computation (of a single com-
modity). We will use the following, slightly unconventional definition. Given a cost vector c E R”,A
the cost of a, flow f; is Cvw~Ee(~Su)lfi(~W)I.  CTiven a, demand vector d;(e), and ca,pacities u’, the
minimum-cost  Jolo problem is the problem of finding a* flow of minimum cost which satisfies the
conservation constraints (2) and ha,s 1 f;( vzo)l < u’( MU) for every edge vzu. The residual gra.ph of
a flow f; is the gra,ph consisting of the set of edges for which f;(vzo) < U’(VUJ) and the reversal
of the set of edges for which ~;(ZJZU)  > -u’( v lo). In S ec iont 6.2, we will need to work with the
linear-programming dual of a minimum-cost flow. The dual variables on the nodes are commonly
referred to as prices, and will be clenoted by 1~. A ~Cce function  is a vector p E Rv. The &zlcecZ
cost  of an edge VUJ E 33 is c(vw) + p(v) - p(w), and the negative of this for reverse edges. Linear
programming dua,lity implies that a8 flow f; is of minimum-cost if and only if there exists a, price
function p, such that the reduced cost of the edges in the residual graph of f; a,re nonnega,tivc
(complementary slackness conditions).



Linear programming duahty ca,n also be used to give a characterization of the optimum solnt,ion
for the concurrent flow problem. Let 4 : E --+ R be a nonnegative length function. For nodes
v, w E V let clistc(v, 20) denote the length of the shortest path from v to 10 in G with respect to
the length function k!. The following theorem is a special case of the linear progra#mming  duality
theorem.

Theorem 2.2 For a simple multicommodity flow f satisfying the demands d; and capacities A-U(VPU),
and any length function e,

(3)
VWEE WEE i=l VUJEE i=l

Furthermore, a multicommodity flow .f minimizes X if and only if there exists a nonzero  length function
C for which all the above terms are equal.

3 Relaxed Optimality Conditions

Theorem 2.2 is a, characteriza.tion of optimality that relates the value of X to the lengths of the
shortest path for each commodity. To drive our algorithm, we will use a slightly different character-
ization, one which rela,tes the value of A to the costs of minimum cost flows in appropria,tely  derived
graphs. While these cha,racherizations  can be proven to be equivalent, by measuring optimality  in
terms of minimum-cost flows, we are a,ble to develop faster algorithms.

Let & be a, nonnega,tive  length function on the edges, S a( multicommodity floi~:~ a,ncl X =
nlaxv,EE X(VUJ).  Let Ci be the cost of the current flow for commodity 1:, using J? as the cost
function. For a. commodity i7 let CT(A)  be the va.lue of a, minimum-cost flow f;* sakisfying the
demands of commodity i, subject to costs e a#nd ca.pacities X . U(VW),  i.e. let s;* be a, fiow that
satisfies If:( VUJ)I < X . U( VU) a,nd minimizes the cost C,“(X) = C,,, I~;*(vw)~&(vu.J).  For brevity we
shall some times use Cf to abbrevia,te CT(A).

Theorem 3.1 For a (general) multicommodity flow f satisfying capacities X - U(VW),  and a length
function ?,

(4)
VUIEE i=l  WEE i=l i=l

Furthermore, a multicommodity flow S minimizes X if and only if there exists a nonzero  length function
e for which all the above terms are equal.

We would like to be able to say tha,t the ra,tio of the last term and the multiplier of X in the first
term gives a lower bound on the optimal value A*. The a,nalogous stakement for the inequality (3)
is obvious, because neither of the two terms depend on A. In Theorem 3.1 the la,st term, Ci Cl(X),
depends on A. Observe, however, tha,t the minimum cost of a flow subject to ca,pa,city  constraints
X . u(~zu) cannot increase if X increases.

Lemma 3.2 Suppose that we have a multicommodity flow satisfying capacities X - U(WO)  and P is a
length function. Then the value zf-, ~~(X)/(~vwEE  MU) is a lower bound on A*.



The goal of our algorithms is to find a multicommodity flow f and a length function ! such that this
lower bound is within a (1-t E) factor of optimal, i.e. X 5 (1 + E) Ef=r Gf(X)/(CvwEE ~?(vw)zl(  VW)).
In this ca,se, we say that f and Q are c-optimal. If f a,nd e are c-optimal then Lemma 3.2 implies
that f is c-optimal.

The complementary slackness conditions given by linear programming can be reformulated in
terms of conditions on edges and individual commodities. A multicommodity flow f has minimum
X if and only if there exists a nonnegative and non-zero length function C such that:

1. for every edge v’zu E E, either [(VW) = 0 or f(vw) = X s U(UW),

2. for every commodity i, Ci = C:(X).

These two conditions characterize when f and I!. are optinznl;  we shall give two conditions on
a, multicommodity flow f and a length function e such that together they imply t,hat f and e ade
c-optimal. These conditions will be relaxed versions of the complementary slackness conditions
above. Similar relaxed versions of Theorem 2.2 were used in [9].

Let E > 0 be an error parameter, f a multicommodity flow satisfying ca,pacities X . ‘II( and
f a length function. We sa.y tha,t a commodity i is c-good if

Otherwise, we say that the commodity is c-bad. Intuitively, a commodity is c-good if it is almost
a,s chea,p a.s the minimum cost possible for that commodity or it is at most a small fraction of
X Cot,,@  ~~(vzo)+o), the total cost of the network. We use this notion in defining the following
mdaxcecr! optinmlity  conditions (with respect to a multicommodity flow .I tha,t satisfies ca,pa,city
constraints X . U(ZW), a( length function J! and an error parameter E):

(Rl) For every edge VW E E either (1 + c) f (vw) 2 X - u(vw)
or ?L( vw) f!( v?u) 5 $ xvu,@ u( vw)!( vw).

(R2) x Ci 2 c?‘:.:(X).
i E-lmd i=l

By a proof similar to that of Theorem 3.2 of [9], we can show that if we can satisfy the relaxed
optimality conditions then we a,ctually have an O(c)-optimal flow.

Theorem 3.3 Suppose f, C, and c satisfy the relaxed optimality conditions and E < l/9. Then f is
O(c)-optimal,  i.e. X is at most a factor (1 + St) more than the minimum possible value.

As we shall see in the next section, the relaxed optimality conditions will guide our algorithm.

4 Solving Concurrent Flows

In this section, we give a#pproximation algorithms for the concurrent flow problem. As the basic
step of our algorithm is finding a, minimum-cost flow, we bound the time needed to find a concurrent



flow in terms of a number of minimum-cost flow computations. In Section 4.1, we will show how to
find a “good” initial solution to the given concurrent flow problem. In Section 4.2, we will describe
procedure DECONGEST, which takes a flow with congestion X a,nd produces a new flow that is either
SE-optimal or has congestion at most X/2. Finally, in Section 4.3 we will use these results to give
bounds for how long it takes to solve a concurrent flow problem in terms of the number of minimum
cost flow computations for two cases - a ca,se of E being a fixed constant, and a more involved case
in which 6 is o( 1).

For simplicity of presentation, throughout this section we sha,ll use a model of computation that
allows the use exact arithmetic on real numbers a,nd provides exponentiation as a single step. In
Section 5 we will show how to modify our algorithms to work in the standard RAM model. The
question of which minimum-cost flow algorithm to use is also deferred to Section 5, where we show
that the cost-scaling algorithm of Goldberg and Ta(rja,n [4] is a, good choice in most insta8nces.

4.1 Finding an Initial Solution

To find an initial solution, we separa,tely  route each commoclity  i. For commodity i, we find Xi
a.nd a. flow fi, such tha,t fi satisfies the demands of t,his commodity and obeys capacity constraints
Xi . U(VU). Let Xr denote the minimum possible Xi. For each commodity i we have Ar 5 X*. If the
commodity has a single sink and a single source with clema8nd cl;, then the value of the maximum-
flow in the gra,ph with capacities U(Dw) is cli/XT. If the commodity hams  more than one sink or
source, then a Xi < 2x: can be found by binary search. Since Xl must be between Di/(7?,17)  a,ncl
IzDi, we need to try only O(log nU> values. Therefore, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1 An initial multicommodity flow satisfying demands such that X 2 ~cX*  can be found by
1; maximum-flow computations for the case where each commodity has a single source and a single
sink. In the case of multiple sources and multiple sinks a flow such that X 2 2kX*  can be found by
O( 1: log ?zU) maximum-flow computations.

4 . 2  Rerouting Flow

Now, we show how, given a flow, we can iteratively reroute commodities in order to produce a
new flow that is closer to optimality. We give a proceclure  DECONGEST which takes a8 flow .f with
congestion Xu and produces a, new flow .f’ that is either St-optimal or has congestion X’ 5 X0/2.

The ba,sic idea is that the procedure reroutes a,n a,ppropriately  chosen fraction of the flow of
a,n c-bad commodity onto the edges of a, minimum-cost flow a,ssociatecl with this commodity (as
described below), in order to reduce congestion. We use a, length function e(vw) = eaX(vw)/U(vw),
where the value of a, will be chosen later. This length function has the property that the length
of a,n edge vu’10  is a function of the congestion, i.e. the fraction (possibly grea,ter than 1) of the
ca,pa.city of that edge which is being used. Intuitively, by using lengths as costs in the computation
of the minimum-cost flow, we are pena,lizing edges with high congestion.

At the beginning of procedure DECONGEST, a is chosen so that R.ela,xed Optimality Condition
Rl is alwa,ys satisfied. The act of rerouting flow gradua,lly  enforces Relaxed Optima#lity Condition
R2. When both conditions a,re satisfied, then Theorem 3.3 ca,n be used to infer tha,t S is O(E)-
optimal. Alternatively, DECONGEST terminates if X decreases by more than a factor of 2.



DECONGEST(~,  E)
a - 2(1+ 6)X-l6-l  in(mt-l) ; Xe +- A.
While A > X0/2 and f and & are not 96-optimal

at&.
For each edge VW, e(vw)  t eaX(w7u)/U(v,~).
Find an e-bad commodity i.
Formulate an auxiliary minimunl-cost  flow problem on G, where each node v has demand ii(v),

and the flow on edge VW is constrained to be between -A . u(vw)  and X . PI(VW).
Compute flow f: that minimizes C:(X) = I,,,, j~~(vw)~~(vw)  in the auxiliary problem.
For all VW E E, fi(vw)  t (1 - ~)fi(vw) + aft(vw).

Return f

Figure 1: Procedure DECONGEST

More formally, procedure DECONGEST  (see Figure 1) takes as input a multicommodity flow f
with congestion X0, where f satisfies the demands, and au error parameter E. In each itera,tion,  we
first choose an c-ba,d commodity i, a,ud formulate an auxiliary minimum-cost flow problem. The
demand of each node ‘I! in the auxiliary problem is equa,l to J;(v), and the desired flow f,?(,uw)  is
constrained to be between -X+U(Z~W) a.nd.X.+w), where X is the current congestion. The objective
is to minimize Cl(X) = CVW lf;*(‘uzu)IC(2)20). Cliven an optimal solution to this problem, we reroute
a 0 = & fraction of the flow fi onto the edges of f;* by setting f;(ww) t (1 - g)f;(vw) + ajT(~u),
recompute the length function, a,nd repeat. Upon termina,tion, DECONGEST returns an improved
flow .f which is either %optimal or hams ma.ximum congestion X 5 X0/2.

We now show that we ca,n alwa,ys choose c~ so that Relaxed Optimality Condition Rl is sa,tisfied.

Lemma 4.2 If .f is a multicommodity flow which satisfies demands and c~ 2 (1 $ t)X-lt-l ln(rn~-~)
then j and length function C(VW)  = e aX(uw)/~l( uw) satisfy Relaxed Optimality Condition Rl.

Proof: We show that if an edge V’W violates the first part of Relaxed Optima,lity  Condition Rl
then it must sa,tisfy the second pa#rt. For this edge X . .IL(v’w’) > (1 + E)~(w’w’). Let u*ru* he the
eclge such tha,t X(V*W*) = A. Then

-y,,,,, 7L(w7u)@(v7u>  > +*w*)qv*w*)  > ecuA
I( ( ?)‘U” ) (;( ?W)

> E
- @VP+4 - &YX/(l+E)  - c .

In the beginning of procedure DECONGEST, a is set equa(l to 2(1 + c)Xe-rc-i 111(n2c1) and
throughout DECONGEST X > X0/2. Therefore cy 2 (1 + t)A%-r ln(m~-~) throughout.

To measure progress of our algorithm, we introduce a, potential function 9 = C,, ~(vzu)C(vw).
We now show that rerouting the right amount of flow results in a significant decrease in Q>.

Lemma 4.3 Let i be an c-bad commodity, E < 1, and let f;* be a minimum-cost flow for this com-
modity, as described above and let & 5 CT 5 &. Let the new flow for commodity i be defined by

f;( UW)  - (1 - a)f;(v~~~) + Ok;*;. Then Q - a’ 2 a( $Q,), where a’ is the value of the potential
function associated with the new flow.



Proof: Denote by k!(vzo)  and (I’ the length of edge VW before a,nd after rerouting, respectively.
Let S(vlu) denote the increase in flow on ‘uw due to rerouting. Recall that, after rerouting, the flow
of the rerouted commodity i on VW is I(1 - a)f;(vzo) + ajT(vw)l, a,nd hence IS(vw)l 5 alfi”(vll:)  -
fi(vw)l I a(lfi(vdl + I.f:(v,~u)l). Moreover, since both j; and f;* have congestion at most A,
IS(vw)l 5 2aXn(vw).

By definition of the length function, e’( VW) = ,cy(f(~w)+s(~w))12L(~~) /GX( vzo) = eaf(uw)lu(vw)+~/u(v~~),
where 17 = crS(~~u)/~s(vw). Ob serve that 171 < 2a/aA 5 c/4 5 l/4. Using the Taylor series, we see
that 171 5 c/4 5 l/4 implies that for all X, ez+q 5 ez + qex + zlqleX. Thcrel’orc~ WC have:

<- ac-rMvw)l  - lf~(~~)l),(,,u)  + ~am(vw)l  + lf:(vw)l),(,[;,LJ)u( 2wJ) 2u(vw)

We use this bound to estimate the decrea,se in the potential function.

@ - v = c @(VW) - e’(vw))~u(vw)
WEE

>- a0 c< 1.fi(VZU)l  - lf~(z~w)p(v~u)  - 00; ~(Is,(vt4 + lf;(vlu)l)a(vzu).VW VW
Usillg that C,,(l.f;(~w)l t ~S;*(VW)~)~(VW)  5 Ci + C;(X) < PC; and the fa,ct that commodity i

is c-bad we get

Plugging in the value of 0 from the staten
I

t of the lemma,, we get that the decrease is a( ;a)).

Theorenl 4.4 Procedure DECONGEST terminates in O(c-“klog ~a) iterations. If the initial congestion
X0 is O(E)-optimal then DECONGEST terminates in O(cv2klogn)  iterations.

Proof: Theorem 3.3 implies that if f and J? satisfy both of the relaxed optimality conditions
than they are SE-optimal. By Lemma 4.2, the Relaxed Optimality Condition Rl is maintained
throughout all iterations. If f is not yet Se-optimal  then Relaxed Optimality Condition R2 is
not satisfied. Hence there exists an c-bad commodity. But every rerouting of flow from an c-ba,d
commodity to the corresponding minimum-cost flow results in a8 reduction in + of at lea#st  a( $a).
Since 1 - n: < eeXt’, it follows that every O(ktm2) iterakions  reduce @ by at least a consta,nt  factor.

Next we bound the number of times Q can be reduced by a4 consta,nt  factor. Let X0 be the
congestion of the initial flow. For each edge VW, X(vw) 5 Xo, so initially, @ 5 meCYXO. We know
that in the beginning of the last iteration at least one edge has congestion at least X0/2 and all
edges have integral capacities, so + 2 ecuxoj2. Thus the number of times + ca,n decrease by a
constant factor is O(aAe + log m) = O(aXo).  Combining tlris with the number of iterations needed
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to reduce @ by a constant factor and plugging in the value of a, we get that the total number of
iterations is O(t-“klog(rz-l)). W he ave assumed that t is at least inverse polynomial in n, so this
is in fact O(EH3k10g  n).

If the initial flow is O(c)-optimal then we know that throughout DECONGEST , X will never go
below (1 + O(E))&. Thus, we have the tighter bound of P(l+O(~))-l~~ 5 @ 5 meCYXO. Combining
this with the number of iterations needed to reduce @ by a constant factor and plugging in the
value of cy, we get that the total number of iterations is O(E-2klog7a). 1

The only computation-intensive pa,rt of DECONGEST is finding a,n c-bad commodity and com-
puting minimum-cost flows. All the rest can be done in O(m) time. The simplest way to find an
c-bad commodity is to compute the costs Ci = xUwEE (~~(~~~u)]C(v~u) a,nd the costs of the minimum-
cost flows and compare them. In the worst ca,se we need to check all k commodities. Hence, an
iteration can be implemented in the time it ta.kes to perform k minimum-cost flow computations.

As in [9], we can perform this computation more efficiently by using a simple randomized
strategy. If we compute the cost Ci of each commodity and then randomly choose a commodity
with probability proportional to its cost, then with proba,bility  of at least E, we have chosen an
c-bad commodity. By computing a single minimum-cost how we can check whether the commoclity
is indeed c-bad. We expect to perform this computation t -l times, and hence an iteration can be
implemented in expected time equal to O(mk) plus 6-l times the time to perform a minimum-cost
flow calcula8tion.

Observe that if k 5 YZ (this will be the case when Lemma 2.1 is appliecl) the time to compute
the cost of all current flows is dominated by the time to compute a minimum-cost flow. If the
time required to compute the costs of the k commodities is not dominated, we can use a strategy
similar to that of [9] in which we pick an edge with probability proportional to the cost of flow
through this edge, and then a. commodity with proba.bility  proportioiml to the cost of flow of
this commodity through this edge, a,nd reduce the time for random selection from O(km) to the
minimum of 0 (172  + b) a,nd 0 (m log I,-).

After every k iterations we can compute minimum-cost flows associa,ted with all the flows and
determine whether the current flow is SE-optimal. Therefore, we can implement DECONGEST as
a Las-Vegas algorithm. Note thak this results in at most a factor of 2 increase in the number of
minimum-cost flows computed during the execution of DECONGEST. We summarize the combina-
tion of this cliscussion with Theorem 4.4.

Theorem 4.5 Procedure DECONGEST can be implemented randomly using an expected O(c-“k  log n)
minimum-cost flow computations and O(t-“mklog n log I;:) additional time, or deterministically using
O(c-“1:” log n) minimum-cost flow computations, assuming that exponentiation can be implemented in
O(1) time. If the initial congestion \ ’/ (1 IS O(E) optimal, then both the randomized and deterministic
versions of DECONGEST can be implemented in s2(~I)  less time.

4 . 3  Putting It Together

We consider two cases for solving a concurrent flow problem. We first consider the case when E is
a fixed constant less than l/9. In this ca,se, we first find an initial solution by solving O(klog(nU))
ma,ximum flow problems, as is cliscussed in Section 4.1. This gives us a flow with X 2 2kX*. We
then call DECONGEST O(log k) times in order to produce aa flow such that X 5 (1-t 9+*. Applying
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the first part of Theorem 4.5 we get the following result:

Theorem 4.6 For a constant t, an c-optimal solution for the concurrent flow problem can be found af-
ter initialization (Lemma 4.1) by a randomized algorithm that uses an expected number of O(k log n log k)
minimum-cost flow computations and 0( km log ~2, log” k) additional time, or deterministically using
O(k2log?2logk) minimum-cost flow computations, if exponentiation can be implemented in O(1) time.

Observe that for most known algorithms the time to perform 0( k: log n log k) minimum-cost flow
computations dominates the time to perform O(k log(nU)) maximum flow computations needed for
the initialization stage when we solve and instance of the general multicommodity flow problem.

When E is o(1) we use c-scaling. First we find an c-optimal multicommodity flow with E = l/9
using the above procedure. The rest of the computation is divided into scaling phases. We start
each pha.se by dividing E by 2. Thus our current flow is l&-optimal with respect to the new E. The
second part of Theorem 4.5 implies that the expected number of minimum-cost flow computa,tions
needed to convert this flow into an SE-optimal one is bounded by O(te3h- log 72). The time spent
on the c-scaling pha.se  is proportional to E-~, and therefore the la.st scaling iteration dominates tbc
time spent on all the scaling itera.tions.

Theorem 4.7 For t > 0, an c-optimal solution for the concurrent flow problem can be found after
initialization (Lemma 4.1) by a randomized algorithm that uses an expected number of O(X:(logk  +
-3) log n,) minimum-cost flow computations,

deterministically using O(k2(log  k f C”) 1
and O(fi?l,(log k + cm3) logk log 11.)  additional time, or

0“ 11. minimum-cost flow computations, if exponentiation canq )
be implemented in O(1) time.

Goldberg [3] and Grigoriadis and Khachiyan [5] 1la,ve shown how to reduce the running time
of our randomized algorithms by a,n E-r factor. Goldberg gives a, somewhat simplified version of
our proof that leads to a randomized selection strategy which avoids having to search for an c-bad
commodity. Grigoriadis and I<ha.chiya,n generalize our algorithm to solve certain types of convex
programming problems. Their algorithm, when specialized to the case of solving multicommodity
flows, also avoids searching for an t--ba,d commodity.

5 Implementing One Iteration of DECONGEST

In this section we shall a,ddress the issue of how to implement an itera,tion  of the procedure
DECONGEST. In the previous section, we assumed a, non-standard model of computation tha,t
allows exponentiation to be implemented in O(1) time. In this section, we show how to implement
a,n iteration in the sta,ndard  RAM model of computation, achieving the sa,me time bounds. We
then derive bounds on the time to find a minimum-cost flow.

More specificadly, in Section 5.1, we will first show that a flow that satisfies a relaxed set of
minimum-cost flow constraints will suffice. We then show that a flow sa.tisfying a second set of
relaxed constraints can be modified in O(7-12)  time to sa,tisfy the first set of relaxed constraints while
having the additional property that the resulting flow can be represented in O(log(nU))  bits per
commodity/edge pair. We then give a,n approximate length function that uses O(log(nU))  bits
per edge which can be used in a minimum-cost flow algorithm to produce a flow that satisfies the
second set of relaxed constraints.
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In Section 5.2, we discuss which minimum-cost flow algorithm to use. We will use different
minimum cost flow algorithms in different situations. For general concurrent flow problems, the
best choice seems to be either the algorithm of Goldberg and Tarjan  [4] or that of Abuja, Goldberg,
Orlin and Tarjan [l]. For concurrent flow with uniform capacity, we use Gabow a,nd Tarjan’s [2]
algorithm for the assignment problem. When both the demands a,nd ca.pacities are uniform, we
use the a,lgorithm that iteratively computes shortest paths in the residua,l  graph with nonnegative
costs discovered independently by Ford and Fulkerson [6] and Yako\rleva, [15].

5 .1 Rounding the Flows and Lengths

Procedure DECONGEST, a,s described in the previous section, itera,tively  computes .f;*, which is a.
flow that satisfies the demands of commodity i subject to capacity constraints Xu(vzo) on each edge
‘uw, and minimizes Cz = CvwEE ]f%T(w~~)]e(vw).  Instead, we will compute an a.pprosimatioii fZT
to f?. The flow f,* can have cost somewhat more than the cost of .f;*,  a,nd it ma,y satisfy slightly
relaxed capa,city constraints. The key to showing that this flow can be used in the algorithm instead
of jZT is to prove a relaxed version of Lemma 4.3.

Theorem 5.1 Let Ci denote the cost of the current flow of commodity i with respect to the current
length function, and let f? be a flow that satisfies demands of commodity i and the constraints

Then, if we use f;* instead of .f;* in the concurrent flow algorithm with & 2 0 2 &, we get a

bound on the decrease of the potential function by Q($@).

Proof: The difference between this proof and tha.t of Lemma. 4.3 is a,s follows. Here we can
conclude tha(t  IS( 5 3aA~(v~7), a n d  171 5 3aaX 5 3c/lG.  W e  u s e  t h a t  1171 _< ~E/IG 5 l/4
implies eZ+q 5 ex + qe” + $q]e”. We modify equa,tion (5) a,ppropria8tely, and conclude that
a - w > -p = !a($). 1

In fact, we won’t find such a# flow directly. Wha,t  we will do is to compute a flow that sa,tisfies
the somewhat tighter constraints,

We will then modify this flow slightly so that it satisfies conditions (6) ancl the new flow can be
represented in O(log(nU)) bits.

Theorem 5.2 Let .f; be a flow that satisfies conditions (7). Th en, in O(7))) time, we can convert it
into a flow .fi that satisfies (6) and such that (l-a).fi(vzo:)+of;*( VW  can be represented in O(log(nU)))
bits.

Proof: Given the flow f;, we first compute the flow (1 - a)f; + of;; where 0 is chosen ass in
Theorem 5.1. In order to allow this flow to be represented in O(log(nU))  bits, we will round the
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flow on edge VW to an integer multiple of v = t2/(12Ssn2ka). Observe that if we just rounded the
flow on every edge VW to t,he nearest integer multiple of u, we would have no gua,rantee  that the
flow conservation constraints of equation (2) are still sa,tisfied. Thus, we must round more ca,refully.
Let T be a spanning tree in the graph. We round the flow on all the non-tree edges to the nearest
multiple of u. This rounded flow will not necessarily satisfy the conservation constraints, so we
use the tree edges to correct for the violations we may have introduced. It is easy to see that by
computing the flow values on the edges of T in topological order we can cazry out this step in O(m)
time. Observe that the amount of flow we had to add t!o any non-tree edge is at most Y and the
amount that we had to add to any tree edge is at most mv, as the flow on a tree edge may have to
correct for the violation across the cut defined by that edge and the tree.

The resulting rounded flow implicitly defines a 2 as it can be written as (1 - ~)f; $ a? for
an a,ppropriately  chosen f;*. The flow fi on edge vu’1u is f;“(vl~) plus 0-l times the rounding error
on the edge. We now show that it satisfies the conditions (6). The rounding error on any edge
is a,t most mv, therefore for every edge, f;*(~co) 2 fd*(vw) + 0-l 112~. Plugging in the bounds on
.e(vtu) from (7) and the values of 0 and u we get a’n upper bound of $Xu(ww) + $A. Since ,u(vw)
is integral, we conclude that I 5 2Xz~(v~~o).  We bound the cost of c as follows.

C,,” ~f;“(ww)~&(vw)  5 ~,,(lf;*(V~W)l  -I- a-‘??2V)e(Vu:)
5 Cut, ~f;*(vw)~i?(vw)  f n2cT-1n2veax
2 q + i &fit cy? + c&g

> (by (7) a,nd the definitions of 0 and I/)

5 Cj+ f + ECi + y) (using @ > eax)

Therefore we ha,ve satisfied the conditions of the theorem. 1

Combining the previous two theorems we get the following corolla,ry :

Corollary 5.3 A flow &+ satisfying equations (7) suffices to get a bound on the decrease in the

potent ia l  funct ion by Q($@)  h’lw I e maintaining flows represented by O(log(T217)) bits per edge.

Now we will show how to compute a flow that satisfies (7). Cl early we could do so by fincling a
minimum-cost flow with respect to the exact length function !.

Unfortunately, this length function is exponential in the size of the input and computing it
exactly might take too long. Instead, we will describe how to compute an approxima,te  length
function e”, such that the flow that has minimum cost with respect to i will have cost at most
C$ $ PA@/ with respect to C. By Corollary 5.3, such flow can be used in order to implement
the rerouting step in our a.lgoritlim.

The new length function t will be integral, it will consist of O(log(?lli)) bits per edge, will be
approximately related to J? by the scalar multiplier y = ~e”~/(lGUmk),  and will satisfy y@~v) 5
t’!( VW) on every edge VW. It will take O(log 77) time to compute ~!(v?I!) on ea,ch edge VW. In the
following we will use (!Z’i and 6: to denote the current cost a,nd the minimum cost of commodity i
with respect to length -e”, respectively.

For each edge, first we compute e0(f(VWJIU(V2U)--X) approximately to have at most 5 = .5/(lGkm)
additive error, then we multiply the result by <-lU, divide by U(VIU), take the integer part, a,nd set
~(VTU) to be this value. Using the Taylor series we can compute one bit in an ez in O(1) time. Since
,~(f(UIU)/~I(2/W)-,\) is ak most 1 on every edge, it is sufficient to compute O(log(l/[))  bits to acljicve the
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desired approximation. Computing the approximate length function takes O(log( l/o) = O(log n)
time for each edge, and O(mlogn) time in total.

Because of the approximation and the integer rounding, a flow fz, which has minimum cost
with respect to i, is not necessarily the minimum-cost flow with respect to e. However, we will
show that a flow that is minimum-cost with respect to t will satisfy conditions (7).

Lemma 5.4 Let fz be a flow that is minimum cost with respect to the costs J! defined above. Then
ft~ has cost (with respect to 1) at most EAQ/(E%)  more than the minimum.

Proof: Recall that y = eNX[/U, and C = c/(lGmk). We b ound the difference between C and yZ,
a, scaled up version of the approximate length function. In computing ri, we introduce errors in
two places. First, when computing ea(x(Vw)-x)  to a precision of [, we introduce an error of C. This
error gets scaled up by <-lU/ (u VW w len we scale up and gets increased by 1 when we rouncl 2) 1
down to an integer. Finally, if we scale Z back to be compatible with t, the whole error gets scalecl
by y. Thus,

(8) qvw> - Y@W) L Y c( (%)+I) =n&&-~)-
We defined i so that ~~(vuJ) 5 !( V’IU on every edge, hence we ha,ve that)

( 9 )  yc; 5 c;*.

IJsing these two equations and the fact tha’t 9 2 ecYX we get that.:

Notice tha3t  this flow actually satisfies slightly stronper cnndit.ions than (7). We will use this
stronger conclition in the next subsection.

In the randomizecl  implementation we used the cost of the current flow Ci for the selection of
a* bad commodity i. We will use the rounded cost 6; instead. The rounding error is small relative
to Ci Cq, therefore using 6; does not significantly decrease the proba,bility that a bad commodity
will be selectecl.

To summarize, we ha,ve just described how to implement DECONGEST in the RAM model of
computation. We first compute approximation a to the length function !. Then we compute
the approximate cost of each commodity a,nd choose a, commodity to reroute, either randomly or
cleterministically. Next we compute a,n approximate minimum-cost flow for that commodity with
respect to the costs i. This gives us an approximate minimum-cost flow that satisfies equations (7).
We then upclate  the flows for commodity i. Finally, we modify the updated flow as described in
Theorem 5.2, represent it in O(log(nU))  b’t pI s er edge, and start the next iteration. As the a,bove
discussion shows, the time to do this is O(m log 72) plus the time to compute a minimum-cost flow.
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Theorem 5.5 For E > 0, an E-optimal solution for the concurrent flow problem can be found after
initialization (Lemma 4.1) by a randomized algorithm that uses an expected number of O(k(logk  +
E -“) log 12)  minimum-cost flow computations and O(kln(log  k+cd3)  log2 12) additional time, or determin-
istically using O(k2(log  kfeB2)  log ~2) minimum-cost flow computations, and O(km(log k+cW2)  log2 12.)
additional time.

5.2 Choosing a Minimum-Cost Flow Algorithm

In this subsection we consider the problem of choosing the appropriate minimum-cost flow routine
to use for finding a minimum-cost flow subject to the costs J!(ww). In some cases we will only
compute an approximate minimum-cost flow subject to cost e by further rounding the costs before
the minimum-cost flow computation. However, in all cases we will find a flow tha,t satisfies (7).

First, we consider the general concurrent flow problem.

Lemma 5.6 For a commodity 2’, a minimum-cost flow with respect to 2 can be found in
O(nnz log(?tU) log(1z2/n2))  time.

Proof: The Goldberg-Tarjan  minimum-cost flow algorithm runs in O(12112  log(?a2/T,2)  log(&)) time,
where C is the ma,ximum value of the cost of an edge assuming that the costs are integral. For
the rounding described in Lemma 5.4, it is easy to verify tha,t the maximum edge cost is at most
lGk?7LU

The a(bove bound can be improved if the capacities are small relative to ~2~/172.  In this case
we will round the demands and solve this rounded problem using the double scaling algorithm
of Ahu-ja? Goldberg, Orlin, and Tarjan  [I]. We will then satisfy the remaining flow on a,rbitrary
paths. This flow will still satisfy (7) and the rounding will allow us to use a fa,ster algorithm. More
precisely, we will prove the following lemma:

Lemma 5.7 For a commodity i, a flow satisfying (7) can be found in 0(72722log(nU)  log log(nU))
time.

Proof: Assume without loss of generality that t-r is a,n integer and define ~2 = Xr/(lG&). We
round the demands for commodity i to integer multiples of ,U such that the absolute value of ea,ch
demand does not increase, the rounded demands still sum to zero, ancl the total decrease in the
absolute values of the demands is at most 't72p.  (Recall that each node may haOve a1 positive or a
negative demand.) Since the absolute value of the demand for commodity ?: hams not increa,sed art
any node, there must exist a flow satisfying these dema,nds with cost at most C,+, subject to costs

Both the dema#nds  and the ca,pa.cities  are integral multiples of ,u. If we divide both the demands
and the capacities by /c, we get a, problem where the maximum capa,city of an edge is XU/p =
16U?zk~-~. We can then use the clouble scaling algorithm of Ahuja, Goldberg, Orlin and Tarjan [I]
for solving the minimum-cost problem with rounded demands. By Lemma, 5.4, this gives a flow that
satisfies the capacity constraints XU(I!PU)  a,nd has cost at most 6X@/(M)  more than the minimum
cost but does not satisfy all the demands. \Ve then satisfy the remaining demands by arbitrary
paths from nodes with excess to nodes with deficit. The last step increases the flow on an edge by no



more than 212p = cX/(4k) 2 Xu(ww)/4, and adds a total of no more than 2np CeEE e(e) 5 xE@/(Sk)
to the cost of the flow subject to costs l.

Combining the minimum-cost flow with the flows on the additional paths, we get a* flow that
satisfies (7) and proves the lemma. 1

In the case of the simple concurrent flow problem we can make the time required for solving
the minimum-cost flow problem independent of lr.

Lemma 5.8 For the simple concurrent flow problem , a
found in the minimum of O(?lm log n log(?22/ 172))  and O(

flow of a commod ity i satisfying (7) can be
12172  log n log log n) time

Proof: We reduce d; by a factor of (1 - E/S). We then find a flow f;’ which satisfies the reduced
demand d: = (1 - c/S)d; and which cost with respect to I! is no more than EX C,, P”( WW)ZJ(  vw)/( 1Gk)
above the minimum cost. Then we multiply the flow on every edge by (1 - E/S)-~. This gives a flow
tha,t satisfies demands, obeys the slightly increased ca(pacity constraints (1 - c/S)-lX . U(VW),  and
has cost (subject toe) at most &‘;/4+EXQ/(4k)  ,ba ove Cr, where @ is the current potential function
value. By Theorem 5.2, we ca,n use this flow a,nd still get the same asymptotic improvement in the
potential function.

Define 1~’ = tdi/(Sm), a,nd rouncl the capacities X~L(‘UW) used for the mm-cost flow problem,
down to multiples of ,Q’. It is easy to show that the minimum-cost flow with respect to Z tha(t
satisfies the decreased dema,nd da and rounded capacity, is no more tha(n 6:.

For getting the a8pproximate  minimum-cost flow we ca(n work with a further rounded length
function. We ta,ke I to be the integer part of d;L!(vu)/(XU).  S’mce after the capacity rounding
we consider only edges with XU(VZO)  >_ ,M’,  we haeve

F(vw) 2
lW1 kmU di 1W’thd;.-=

rw AU
- O(t-2X:n22).

PL’ -

Therefore the Goldberg-Tai:ja,n  minimum-cost flow algorithm runs in O(nn2 log(n2/na) log n) time
on this problem.

Now we show that the resulting flow, after multiplication by (1 - r/8)-l, satisfies (7). The
minimum-cost flow has a single source aad a single sink and non-negative costs, therefore no eclge
will carry more than d: units of flow. Let f;* be a, minimum-cost flow with respect to C. By a.11
argument similar to the proof of Lemma 5.4 we get that the cost of this flow with respect to C is at
most n2cl; . AU/cl;  . EeQA/( lGk:nxU) 5 cX@/( 16k) larger than the cost of f,! with respect to J!, where s;’
is the minimum-cost flow with respect to I!! tha.t sa,tisfies  the reduced demand cl:. Now Lemma, 5.4
implies that (7) is satisfied.

For all but very dense graphs the double scaling algorithm of Ahuja, Goldberg, Orlin and
Tarjan  [l] gives a better bound. As we observed no edge will carry more than di units of flow in
the optimal flow of commodity i. Thus we ca,n also limit ca,pa,cities  to be 110 more than di, i.e.
we ca,n set 21’(Vw)  = min{ ]T]$,  cl:}. With tllis modification, the largest capacity is at most
dl = O(nx -l/1’). The dema,nd and the capacities are multiples of 111’. Dividing through by the scale
factor kc’ we get a problem with integral capacities using O(log 72)  bits. i

Combining Theorem Fi.5 a 11~1  T,cmmas 4.1 , 5. (i ~ 5.7 a,n cl 5 .S we get the following theorem:



Theorem 5.9 For t > ,O, an E-optimal solution for the simple concurrent flow problem can be
found either in expected O(rn12k(~~  + log k) min{log(n2/m),loglog 11,)  log ~2) time or O(m~zk*(~-~  $
log k*) mi~~{log(n2/nz),loglog  ,uU} log Izli) t ime; and deterministically by a factor of k and k* more

time with the power of epsilon modified to be (-2).

If the ca,pacities in the concurrent flow problem are uniform then the ca.pacities in the minimum-
cost flow problem a,re all equal to X. In this case, there are more efficient minimum-cost flow
algorithms than the ones mentioned above.

Lemma 5.10 For the simple concurrent flow problem with uniform capacities, a flow for a commodity
i satisfying (7) can be found in cI(712~~~log  72) time.

Proof: A minimum-cost flow problem with demand X Ld;/X] and ca,pacities X can be reduced to
a3n a.ssignment problem with O(m) edges and O(7n)  nodes. We shall use the assignment algorithm
of C;a#bow  a.nd Tarja,n [2] to solve this rounded problem. The remaining flow ca,n be routed by a,
shortest p&h computation in the residual gra,ph.  The bounds follow by arguments similar to the
used in the proof of Lenlnla  5-T. 1

The resulting time bound for the concurrent flow algorithm with uniform caqacities improves
the previous best bouncl [9] if I; < fi/(log 72 log k).

Theorem 5.11 For E > 0, an c-optimal solution for the simple concurrent flow problem with uniform
capacities can be found in expected O(k?~~/~log” TL(C~  + log k)) time and in O(k2~~~,3/210g2 72(cw2  -/-
log k)) time deterministically.

When both the capacities and demands are uniform and k is relatively large, we can obtain
better performance by using the minimum-cost flow algorithms of [G] and [15]  that repea,tedly
augments the flow along the shortest pa,th in the residual gra,ph.  The resulting time bound is the
same up to log factors a,s those obtained in [9].

6 The Minimum-Ratio Cut Problem

As an a,pplica,tion of our concurrent flow algorithms we give fast implementa,tions of the minimum-
ratio cut aSpproxima,tion a,lgorithms of Leighton a,nd R.ao [lo], ‘t:1 :, extension to hypergraphs by
Makedon  a,nd Tra,goudas [ll], its extension to node weighted graqhs, and the approximation a,lgo-
rithm of Klein, Agrawal, Ravi,  and Rao [S]. Tlle computa,tional bottleneck of these algorithms is
solving a concurrent flow problem and its linear programming dual. First, we will summarize the
minimum-ra#tio cut approximation results. Then we will show how our concurrent flow algorithm
ca,n be usecl to find a,n approximately optima31  dual solution to the corresponcling  concurrent flow
problems in addition to finding a neaz optimal flow. Finally, we shall give even faster running
times for the special case of the LeightonPRa.o problem where the input graph G liars low maximum
degree.

6.1  Cut  Approxilnation  Results

Let G be a,n undirected graph with capa,cities on its edges. For a, subset of the nodes A, we use A
to denote the complement of A, the assockted cut is the set of eclges I’(A) lea,ving the set A. Let
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u(I’(A)) denote the sum of the capacities of the edges in the cut. Leighton and Ra,o [lo] gave an
O(log n)-a.pI)roximation  algorithm for the problem of minimizing the ratio u(I’(A))/( IAl IAI) over
all cuts. By applying this a,pproximation  algorithm they obtained polylog-times-optima.1 approx-
imation algorithms for a wide variety of NP-complete graph problems, including minimum flux,
minimum feedback arc set, minimum cut linear arrangement, and minimum area layout. Makedon
and Tragoudas [ll] extended this result to hypergraphs.

Consider the concurrent flow problem on G with one unit of demand between every pair of
nodes. Clearly X* must satisfy X* . u(I’(A)) > d(A, A) = IAllill  for every cut I’(A), where &A, ii)
denotes the sum of all dema,nds across the cut. Therefore, min u(I’(A))/((AI(A()  over all cuts r(A)
gives an upper bound on l/X*. Leighton and Rao show tha,t this minimum is within an O(logn)
factor of the value l/x”.

The computational bottleneck of the Leighton and Rao algorithm is computing a nea#rly optimal
X aad the corresponding near optimal linear programming dual solution for the concurrent flow
problem on G with one unit of demand between every pair of nodes. The dua#l  solution is a
non-nega,tive  length function t that ma,ximizes  the ratio C,u,W clistc(z~,  w)/(C~~~~ ~(w~)~(zYw))  (see
Theorem 2.2). Linear progra,mming  duality implies this maximum is eclual to X*. Leighton and
Rao use a linear programmiug algorithm to find the length function.

A natural extension is the problem where we a,re given nonnegajtive  node weights V(V) for w E V
in addition to the capacities on the edges. For a. subset X of V let V(X) denote the sum of the ,
weights on the nodes in X. Consider the extension of the minimum-cut problem to minimizing
u(vwl(~~(A>14J>) over all cuts. The Leighton and Ra*o algorithm can be extended to give an
O(log n) approximation algorithm for this problem. The corresponding concurrent flow problem
hams demand between every pair of nodes, where the demand rZ(s, t) between nodes s a,nd t equals
to v(s)v(t). (If tlre weights a,re scaled so tha,t the total node-weight is n, then the main change to
the Leighton-Rao algorithm is to select the node s for starting a tree with V(S) ma,ximum.)

Klein, Agra,wal,  R,a.vi, a,nd Rao [8] extended the Leighton a.nd Ra,o results to the ca\se of simple
concurrent flow problems with integral capa#cities  a,nd arbitrary integral demands. For a source-
sink pair (s, t>, let d(s, t) denote the corresponding clemand. The minimum ratio cut problem is to
minimize the ra,tio u(I’(A))/d(A, A) over all cuts.

The minimum value is an upper bound on l/X* for the concurrent Aow problem. Klein, Agrawal,
Ra,vi, and Rao [S] proved that this upper bound is at most a factor of O(log ?IU log kD) above l/X*
in general ancl gave a,n O(log nU log kD) approximation algorithm for the minimum cut problem,
where T/’ is the maximum capacity ancl D is the maximum demand. Tragouclas [13]  has observed
that their algorithm csn be modified to give the O(log 72 log kD) factor insteacl.

Using this result they give approxinmtion algorithms for chordalization of a graph and for
register sufficiency. Similar to the Leighton-Ra.o  algorithm, the computational bottleneck of their
adgorithm is solving the dual of the concurrent flow problem, i.e., finding a length function e such
that the rafti Cs,tEV d(s, t)niste(s,  t)/ CV21,EE ~~(7~zu)~(vzu) is close to maximum.

6.2 Finding Good Dual Solutions

In order to be able to replace linear progra8mniing  in
efficient algorithm, we need to compute a$ length fun

the minimum-ratio cut algorithms by,.
.ction J!, such that for some constant E

our more
> 0, this
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function satisfies

In other words we wish to find a length function, -e^,  for which the ratio between the first term
without the X and last term in (3) is at lea,st X*/(1  $ E). In order to do so, we will use the
concurrent flow algorithm to find a length function $. We show with respect to this length function
the ratio of the first term without the ,\ and last term in (4) is close to X*. We then show how to
modify this length function so that if sa,tisfies  (11) above.

First we consider the concurrent flow problem that directly corresponds to the given minimum-
ratio cut problem, and combine all the commodities tha#t share a source into a# single commodity
a.s suggested Lemma, 2.1. This decreases the number of commodities to t?* 5 ?a. We shall index the
resulting commodities by their sources. Given a, target E, if our concurrent flow algorithm used the
exact length function e, it would compute a flow satisfying capa(cities A l ~L(VZO)  such that:

But we actually compute flows with respect to an approxima,te  length function i, described in
the proof of Lemma 5.4. Let 0 denote the corresponding ratio with t replaced 11~ (; a,nd CT:  repla,ced
by Cf. First we show that, 0 is almost as close to X* as Q.

Lemma 6.1 Let f be the flow and i be the length function returned by our algorithm. Then Q 2 &.

Proof: Let y = EeDX/(lGmkU).  Recall tha,t this is the fa(ctor that approximately rela,tes the
real lengths to the aapproximate  lengths.
y@lw) 5 l(vw) f

By the way the aJpproximate lengths were computed,
or every edge ‘U’IV.  Also, by arguments similar to those used to derive (10) we have

that
CT - yci* 5 &4ar,/(Sk)  5 d*@/pk).

Using these two facts, we halve the following bound on Q:

Now we describe how to modify this length function to produce one that satisfies (11) above.
Observe that setting J? = t does not necessa(ry work, since C s,tEV cl(s, t)dist,-(s,  t) might be signifi-
cantly smaller than C, C:(X). I nh cad of using e directly, we will compute a8 new length function,t
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e^. The idea is to compute a minimum-cost flow with respect to costs e” and capacities X s u(vw) for
each commodity a#nd  then use the optimal price function fiS to change e” by adding to it the sum of
the absolute values of reduced costs for edges with negative reduced costs.

Let f,* denote the minimum-cost flow for commodity s with respect to e, ancl fiS the optimal
price function. Let us denote @,(vw) = - min{O,$uw)  -/-@S(v)  -13,(w)};  i.e. C,(ww) is the absolute
value of the reduced cost if it is nega#tive, and zero otherwise. Recall, that the complementary
slackness conditions imply that if e,(vw) > 0 then f,“(vw) = Xu(vw).  We define the new length
function as @vw) = @vw) + C, e,(vw). We need the following lemma to estimate the numerator
of R(e^).

Lemma 6.2 The flow f,* is minimum-cost subject to cost P + J,, its cost is Et d(s, t)dist,+e,(s, t>.

Proof: We prove the optimality off,* by showing that f,* and the price function fiS sa.tisfy the com-
plementary sla.ckness  conditions. By the definition of e, we have that E( vw) + e,( vw) + @S( U) - I)J PO)
is nonnegative a,nd it is p+tive if_ and only if $vw) + ps(u)  - 1” ( ) ’ pI, ‘20 1s OSI rve. By complementary‘t’ _
slxkness applied to cost 1, flow f,* and prices ljS, if this value is positive, then f,* is zero.

Now consider the cost of .f: subject to the cost function i-/-e,. There a,re no edges with negative
reduced cost, therefore the cost of the flow is at least Et cZ(s, t)@,(t) -p,(s)). All edges that carry
flow have zero reduced cost. This implies tha,t the cost of the flow is equal to Et d(s) t)(pS(t)  -fiS(s))
and 3,(t) - fiS(s)  = dist,-+,S (s, t). a

Theorem 6.3 R(j) > (1 + 2r)-IX*.

Proof: We shall estimate the numera,tor  of IX(i)  using the above lemma,. For a, source s we have
t lia,t

c d(s,t)disti(s,  t) > c d(.s, t)dist;+, ,(s,t) = ~(c;(vw)te@i))f;(?Jw) = cy(A)t) ~s(W~~,.&~~U>.
t t V W 1’IU

By complementa,ry  sla’ckness, and the definition of J!, we find that if C,(vzv) # 0 then .&(*~,ro) =
Xu(ww). Summing over all sources we get that

Dividing the two sides of this equa,tion  by C,, i(vw)u(vw) we get that

R ( i )  > Es Cs*@)  t x xv, +q c, &(~~~)
cvw u( vw)2( VW) t I,, u( VW) Es CA ('U') *

Applying the simple mathematical fact tl1a.t for positive a, b, x a,ncl X, if n/b 5 X then (CL+ xIL’)/(I,  +
2) 2 n/b, we see tha,t the left side of the above equation is at least 0 which by Lemma, 6.1 is at
least X*/(1 + 24. 1

Corollary 6.4 An e-optimal flow and length function pair (f, e) produced by our concurrent flow
algorithm can be translated into a length function J!’ needed by the minimum-ratio cut algorithms
in O(h-*nnalog(~z2/n2)logjnU))  time. The dual objective value associated with i will be within an
(1 - O(E)) factor to the optimum.
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We can use the approximate minimum-cost flow computation in Lemma 5.7 instead of Lemma 5.6.
With an argument similar to the above, but somewhat more involved, we replace the log(n2/m) in
the theorem by a, log log( nU). We obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 6.5 An O(logn)-approximation to the node weighted cut problem with general capacities
can be found in O(yL27)210g7LU  log2 n nlin{log(~~2/~),loglog n/J})  expected time. An O(log 71.  log kD)
-approximation to the minimum-ratio cut problem with general demands and capacities can be found
in O(k*n?n  log nU log k log 72 min{log(?z2/m),  loglog 72U))  expected time.

An analogous theorem can be obtained for finding approxima,tely  sparsest cut,s in hypergraphs using
the concurrent flow algorithm in conjunction with the approximation algorithm of Makedon and
Tragouda,s [ 111.

6 . 3 Graphs with Low Maximum Degree

Next we improve
time will depend

the running time given in Corollary
on A, the maximum degree of any

6.5 for low-degree graqhs G. The new running
node in the gra#ph.

We consider the minimum-ratio cut problem for graphs with unit demands, where the gra,ph
tha,t has a,n edge between the source and sink of each commodity is a. constaSnt  degree expa,nder on
T/. (We call this graph the denmad g~qh.) While the case of the expander dema,nd graph with
unit dema(nds seems like an obscure special case, it is in fact a,n important one. The Leighton and
Ra.o [lo] algorithm uses the solution of a concurrent flow problem in which the demand grasp11  is
the complete graph. However, one can modify the Leighton and Rao algorithm to use the solution
to this new concurrent flow problem and its dual problem to derive an O(log n) approxima)tion  to
the minimum-ratio u(I’(A))/(JAIIAI) over all cuts. To get an idea, how the two problems are rela,ted
consider a cut I’(A) and assume that IAl 5 IAI. B ecause the dema)nd gra,ph is a* consta,nt degree
expander, clAl 5 d(A,A) < tIAl for some constants c and i. Therefore, u(r(A))/d(A,A) is O(n)
times more than u(l?(A))/((AlljI[).

The first step in solving this problem is to round all the ca,pa(cities up to integer multiples of a
pa,ra,meter  /L in such a way that the ratio u(I’(A))/(JAIJAl) is not chaaged by more than a fa,ctor of
two. Notice that II’(A)1 2 AlAl. We s ah 11 use r to denote the maJximum of II’(A) I /d(A, il) over all
cuts r(A). Notice that 1’ 5 n/c, where c is the expansion parameter of the dema,nd graph.

Theorem 6.6 Let X* be the optimum value of the concurrent flow problem, and let /L _< (rX*)-l.
If we round each capacity vi(e) up to C(e), the next integer multiple of /h, then the minimum ratio

wwMIAI I4) fo a cut I‘(A) with capacity ,il is at most twice of the minimum ratio with ~1.

Proof: For all cuts I’(A), it must be that X*u(I’(I1))  2 cZ(il, A). The rounding error ii(lY(A))  -
u(IT(A))  is at most plI’(A)I < II’(A)~(~TX*)-~  2 d(A,A)I/X*  5 u(I’(A)). This implies that for every
cut w(4Ilwll4)  L 24u4/wll4)? i.e. the new ratio is at most twice the old ratio. 1

Rounding to integer multiples of /L preserves the minimum-ratio cut up to a8 factor of two. If
we want to preserve X* up to a constant factor we have to do a somewhat finer rounding.

Theorem 6.7 Let X* be the optimum value of the concurrent flow problem
and let /L 5 ~(20rX* log InUlog n)-r. If we round each capacity IL(e) up to ii(e), the next integer
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multiple of p, then the minimum congestion
less than the minimum congestion X* with u.

i* subject to capacities ii(e) is at most a factor Ofl$E

Proof: The idea is to use the O(log nlog kD) approximation result of Klein, Agrawal, Ravi, and
Rao [8] as improved by Tragoudas [13]. C onsider the following a,uxiliary  concurrent flow problem.
The graph is G with capacities u. For every edge VW E E there is a demand of value d(v, TV) =
fi(vw) - u(vw) from v to 20. Observe that the demands in the auxiliary problem are integral and at
most p, and logp is at most log(c~)~U/(2Orlog  nU log n)) 5 2log(772U).  Using the same estimates
as in the previous proof we can conclude tha,t the minimum of u(l?(A))/d(A,  il> over all cuts I’(A)
is at most c/(20 log mU log n). By the above approximation result the minimum congestion X* for
this problem is at most E. That is, the added capacities can be routed in an E-fraction of the original
capacities u.

Now consider an optimal flow j of congestion A* in the rounded problem. To get a solution
in the original problem we route the part of flow f that uses the added capacity in the wa,v this
demand is routed in the optimal solution to the auxiliary problem. This does not increa#se the
congestion by more than a factor of 1 + E. l

Next consider the question of how long it ta&es to solve a, rounded concurrent flow problem.
For simplicity we shall restrict our attention to the case when E is a constant. The number of
commodities is O(n). The capacities in the minimum-cost flow problem are integer multiples of
X/L. We shall use the minimum-cost flow algorithm due to Ford-Fulkerson [6] and Ya,kovleva,  [15],
that repeatedly augments the flow along the shortest path in the residual graph, to solve these
problems. Given a concurrent flow with congestion X, the number of shortest path computat,ions
in a minimum-cost flow subroutine is at most i1-lX-l + 1, the upper integer pa>rt of the demand,
which is 1, divided by the unit of the capa,city,  which is Xp.

We use these idea,s to solve the lninimulll-ra.tio  cut and the concurrent flow problem. The
O((X-l/L-l $ l)(m + ?2log?z)) t ime required for solving the minimum-cost flow problem might not
dominate the O(mlogn)  needed to compute the approxima,te  length function. To simplify the
bounds we shall count each minimum-cost flow computation as 0( (X-l/l-l + l)ln log n)) time.
These bouncls can be further improved by using the data structures described in [9].

Notice that here we do not have time to find an initial flow using k maximum-flow computa,tions
suggested in Lemma, 4.1. The capa,cities of this problem are not rounded, therefore we have to use
a general maximum-flow algorithm, and all such algorithms ta,ke 0(mn) time. However, an initial
flow that is optimal up to a factor of O(mk) can be computed by routing each demand on the path
with maximum bottleneck capa,city from its source to its sink.

An itera)tion of the algorithm will use Theorem 6.6 or 6.7 with ~1 defined by c(nXo)-l (respec-
tively cc(2OnXolog nzlilog n)-l). We termina.te  the iteration if X decreases below X0/2. At tha,t
point we divide X0 by two, and sta,rt the next iteration. We use the flow obtained in the previous
iteration as our initial flow.

Theorem 6.8 An O(log 72) approximation to the minimum ratio u(I’(A))/(lAllAl)  over all cuts I’(A)
in a graph with capacities II and maximum degree LI can be computed in O(nm~log3 n) expected
time.

Theorem 6.9 For any constant t, an E approximation to a unit demand concurrent flow problem in



a graph with maximum degree A with a constant degree expander demand-graph can be computed in
O( nnzA  log” n log nU) expected time.

In regular graphs nA = no, therefore the running times of the above two algorithms are roughly
(up to a polylogarithmic factor) O(m2).
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